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Daycos, Inc. Announces Launch of Agere 
 

Norfolk, NE-   Daycos, Inc. announces the launch of agere, an innovative agent portal that 
combines compensation schedules, rating, and carrier invoicing in a single, web-enabled, 
customer-controlled application.  
 “One clear area where our industry faces challenges is the agent payment 

process,” states Brandon Day, CEO. “Agents have to manage multiple compensations 
schedules, interfaces, and portals to submit invoices that require the baseline rating to 
be accurate, the correct compensation schedule applied, and submitted with all the 
correct information and documentation. A mistake in any one of these areas leads to a 
delayed or incomplete payment.” 
 The agere platform removes manual calculations, enables rating and submits a 
customized invoice to the agent’s carrier customer. Customers gain efficiency of as much as 
33% due to the elimination of manual processes and the aggregation of key data points 
necessary to properly manage the invoicing process. The rating and billing precision from forty 
years of passionate tariff expertise provides a secure, expedient and accurate means for agents 
to properly invoice for services performed.   
 Agere provides significant processing power, but includes unique attributes that the 
market desired.  “We measure ourselves on the production of products and features with 
quantifiable impact,” Steve Groetken, Director of Development Operations, adds. “However, 
we don’t ignore features that allow our customers to produce a customized look and feel on 
the invoice that speaks to their brand.”  Agere customer-facing features include invoice white-
labeling and user-controlled panels that accommodate specific billing requirements.  
 “We witnessed agents interfacing with multiple systems and portals just to create a 
single invoice,” Roberta Tamburrino, Director of Market Development, states. “To take those 
extraordinary steps to create an invoice is remarkable.  To take those steps to create an invoice 
during peak season leads to mistakes, missteps, and missed payments.”  
 The initial launch has proven very successful, contracting customers for the service in 
advance of the full market release.   
 Daycos will sponsor the 40Below Community Service Project at the American Moving 
and Storage Association’s 2018 Education Conference and Expo in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida on 
April 8-10.   


